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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
For a number of years now, parents, educators, and
legislators have shown ·an increasing concern over the
quality of education children in this country are receiving
in our public schools.

In 1974 the Sixth Annual Gallup Poll

of Public Attitudes Toward Education found poor curriculum
ranked ninth of the ten major problems then confronting
the public schools (6:21).

By 1977 poor curriculum had

crept to the fifth position in the poll (5:34).

Presently

we hear of a "back to basics" movement suggesting t.hat the
major emphasis of our schools should be placed in the reading,
writing, and arithmetic areas.
The Washington State Legislature felt so strongly
about this facet of education that in 1977 they passed the
Basic Education Act, in an attempt to get "a general
and uniform system of public schools (15:4).

Senate Bill

3026 was then enacted shortly after to get the education
profession to identify those specific learning objectives
they expected children to acquire in grades K-8 in the
areas of reading, language arts, and math, in essence
mandating curriculum development in our schools.

This

bill, now Revised Code of Washington 23A.58.090, requires,
1

J
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in effect, that school districts develop and evaluate
learning objectives in these identified areas.

Substitute

House Bill 697, now Revised Code of Washington 28A.58.092,
extends the process through high school in all curriculum
areas.
Senate Bill 3026 had a time table which included
the development of objectives by September, 1977, with
implementation for use in instruction scheduled for
September 1, 1978.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

With the impending implementation of the Student
•
Learning Objectives (SLO) Law, it seemed useful to examine

and compare the objectives and programs actually developed
by three school districts--University Place School District
No. 83, Tacoma School District No. 10, and Sumner School
District NoQ 320.
SCOPE OF STUDY
This study was constructed to examine those
student learning objectives of the three districts for
grades K-6 by utilizing five organizational reference points
for comparison:

Scope and Sequence, System of Coding

Objectives, System for Indicating Progress Toward Mastery,
Format, and General Characteri~tics.

3

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
This study has the following limitations:

le

Only three districts were utilized for comparison

of objectives and all districts used are located in Pierce

Countye
2c

The districts' objective writing processes were

in different stages of development when objectives were
~eviewed.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
For purposes of this study, terms are defined as
follows:

Student learning ob j ectives, ob j ectives, and slo's
are the sequentially stated, identified learning outcomes
a student is expected to acquire.
Basic Education Act refers to the intent of the
Washington State Legislature to get a general and uniform
system of public education.

Senate Bill 3026 and Revised Code of Washington
28A.58.090 are synonomous.

They refer to legislation

which requires districts to identify their student learning

objectives.
Mastery is the performance criteria of a student
learning objective, whether stated within the objective or
imposed by district policy, that must be met.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
About a decade before a basic education act or
Senate Bill 3026 became law in Washington State, a small
group of mothers who had handicapped children formed a club,
and eventually developed into a political force which could
lobby with the legislature to write programs that would
better ensure a quality education for handicapped
children in public schools.

,

After six years of struggles,

they met success when House Bill 90 became law in April,
1971 (4:1-19).

•

The Washington Basic Education Act of 1977 was
signed by Governor Ray on July 1, 1977, and has an effective
date of September 1, 1978.

The intent of this act is to

provide a general and uniform system of public education.
Senate Bill 3026, enacted shortly after the basic education
act, mandates curriculum development in our schools.
Whether the passage of House Bill 90 led to the
development of the Basic Education Act or Senate Bill 3026
can be argued.

Provisions of House Bill 90 -are provided for

in Senate Bill 3026 as interpreted by the State Superintendent
of Public Instruction.

House Bill 90 was a forerunner to the

Basic Education Act and Senate Bill 3026.
4
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Districts have been working · on developing objectives
in reading, language arts, and mathematics for grades K-8
and are scheduled to complete this task by September, 1978.
Objectives for grades 9-12 in the same curriculum areas are
to be completed by September, 1981.

Similar objectives in

other curriculum areas are then to be developed sometime in
the early l980's; all of this mandated by legislative action
in Senate Bill 3026.
Was the student Learning Objectives (SLO) Law
necessary?

In retrospect, it does appear that some action

was necessary.

During the fall of 1976, the Office of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction gathered data which
showed that only some forty school districts in the State

•
had the objectives to describe their K-8 district programs
in reading.

Only thirty districts were able to do so in

mathematics, and but twenty districts had objectives in the
language arts area.

This information was compiled by

Senator Gould when she had her staff survey school districts
concerning their curriculum programs.

As a result of these

investigative findings Senate Bill 3026 was then written
and submitted to the legislature.
Out of these earlier laws and investigative findings
has come a law which forced school districts to develop,
analyze, and assess curriculum objectives in the areas of
reading, language arts, and mathematics, in an attempt to
mandate accountability from the public school system (6:109110).

1
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Senate Bill 3026 became Revised Code of Washington
28A.58.090 during the 1975-1976 second executive session of
the legislature.

It required school districts to develop

student learning objectives for grades K-8 in the areas of
reading, language arts, and mathematics by September 1,
1977~ and initiate implementation of such objectives on or
before September 1, 1978.

,It further provided that community

participation must be evidenced in the development of these
objectives so that the curriculum programs would reflect the
feelings of the community as well as those of the professional
educators.

District resources were to be utilized in the

development of the learning objectives to provide both
economies in management and operation.

Objectives were to be

measurable as to the actual student attainment and evaluated
by the district at least annually.

The State Board of

Education was to be the overseer of these student learning
objectives for each school district and each district was to
submit its program objectives to this body for approval
before the implementation date of September, 1978.

School

districts were to be able to obtain assistance from the
State Department of Education in carrying out these duties
(16:109-110), but no funds were specifically legislated to
implement the development and writing of these programs and
objectives.
The law was amended during the 1977 first executive
session of the legislature to include the additional

7

.d evelopment of objectives for the same curriculum areas
in grades nine through twelve by September 1, 1978; these to
be implemented by September 1, 1981.

It further required the

Super.i ntendent of Public Instruction to review and report

review of district objectives for grades kindergarten through
eight and report to the legislature by January 31, 1978, and
for the student learning objectives to be reviewed by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction every two years from
then on (17:189).
The intent of the law was extended to all curriculum
areas by Representative Dunlap CD-Bellevue) in Substitute

House Bill 697.

Substitute House Bill 687 became Revised Code

of Washington 28A.58.092 during the 1977 first executive
"

session of the legislature and the changes included that
"quality education shall be developed in all curriculum
areas and courses"

(3:7).

Other changes mandated included the provision that the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, within six months
following the adjournment of the legislature, was to provide
to the standing committees on education of the House and
the Senate, a plan setting forth time lines for school
district compliance in establishing learning objectives for
all courses of study included in the school districts'
programs.

First priority was to be those courses of study

which have been statutorially required prior to January 1,
1977.

(A tentative timetable shared with key legislators

•

8
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showed full implementation by 1986).

Within 180 days after

the adjournment of the legislature and the adoption of a
definition of basic education, the Office of the Superintendent
of Public Instruction was to develop a plan setting forth
time lines for school district compliance in establishing
a learning objectives program based on the definition of
basic education.

Such plans were to establish the fiscal

requirements on the State, ESDs and school districts in terms
of compliance with the SLO Law.

The Superintendent of

Public Instruction must review the implementation of the
learning objectives law annually and submit a report of the
review to the legislature on or before January 30, of each
year.

This process should begin in January of 1970 (3:7).
The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruc-

tion has published a nwnber of handbooks and guides to
assist school districts in developing curriculwn objectives

to meet the requirements of the Student Learning Objectives
Law.

These include:

Handbook for School District Imple-

mentation of the Student Learning Objectives Law (Senate
Bill 3026, Preliminary Draft June. ,J.9.76 .and Final Draft
June 1977; A Planning Guide for Community Participation in
Defining Learning Objectives, Preliminary Draft August,
1976; and Sample Reporting Forms, Preliminary Draft September,
1976.
Workshops were also held throughout the State by
the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction
offering assistance to school districts.

These were

9

designed to provide information to districts on various
aspects of the law and to aid districts in getting their
objectives writing started.

Available printed material

from the Office of the Superintendent of Public .Instruction

was distributed to district representatives.
Serious attention to curriculum development, to
program evaluation, and to greater public accountability
is going to demand more time and attention than has commonly
been given them in the past.

This will likely mean

increased district costs for curriculum development and
evaluation projects.

Though supplemental funds were

requested through the legislature, none were provided.
·one way to encourage quality progress is to assure.reasonable
funding for school districts.
remain a key issue.

That problem continues to

A second way is to provide districts

with models of good objectives and evaluation procedures.
The Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction has
been involved in at least three projects designed to be of
help.

Districts may use actual student learning objectives,

activities, and test items from material developed by these
projects (1:9).
One project initiated

several years ago was the

Tri-County Course Goals Project--an Oregon based project
with collections of learning outcomes frequently used by
Washington school districts in selecting student learning
objectives.

The materials developed by the group have also

t

J

1

10
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been used by Oregon school districts as statements of minimal
competencies as supporting objectives.

Most of the costs of

this project are handled through the purchase of materials, .
but occasional grants from the Oregon State Department of
Education and the Washington Superintendent of Public
Instruction have aided the project in developing high
quality material (1:9).
A second model program developed as a result of
SB 3026 is the Small Schools Project.

This project consists

of a collection of objectives, activities, and evaluation
suggestions for small schools and school districts.
In 1976 the Office of the Superintendent of Public
. Instruction funded the Highline School District and ESD 121
•
to establish a "bank" of test items related to the Tri-County
Course Goals.

The intent was to make available to districts

high quality test items for evaluation of student. performance
at minimal cost.

The project was enhanced by the cooperation

of a similar test item bank in the Stat e of Oregon, and test
items developed in one state are to be shared with the
other state (1:9).
State agencies have traditionally been weak in
leading educational reform, leaving that role to the
cities and wealthy suburbs.
This time it's different. State legislatures,
state boards of education, and state eeucation
departments have leaped forward in the basics/minimal
competency movement. The Education Commission of the
States in Denver has tried hard to keep up with events.
"It's a fast-moving scene," said Chris Pipho of the
ECS.
"Daily bulletins are needed to keep up with
the action (2:526).

.

11
r
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Some bulletins during 1976 reported the death
of proposed legislation for minimal competency or performance based program in Arizona, Connecticut, Louisiana,
Pennsylvania, and Tennessee--although planning for such
programs had continued in their state departments of
education (2:526).
Twenty-nine states were planning (and this could
mean anything from discussing a preliminary statement to
drafting legislation) or doing something concrete, and had
chief concerns of providing multiple opportunities to
pass a required test of competence for progression through
the grades, and introducing new proficiency tests for high
. school entrance and high school graduation (2:526) •
•
One bulletin flashed to the educational community
after a "quickie" survey by the National Center for
Educational Statistics in August, 1976, reported that at
that time twenty-two states had no plans to dev~lop statewide

standards to be used in developing performance-based
curricula or for controlling promotion and graduation from
public schools (2:526).
Minimal competency or performance based programs
are also the goals of the scores of bills introduced into
state legislatures during the past two to three years.

In

the first phase, much of the legislation dealt with proficiency tests for high school entrance and graduation.

Under

pressure of school critics, bills in state capitols became

•
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broader in scope, as illustrated by Florida's catch-all
Educational Accountability Act of 1976 and New Jersey's
"Thorough and Efficient" Public School Education Act of

1975 (2:526)

0

Florida's catch-all Educational Accountability Act
of 1976 concerned itself with accountability and mandates
testing of basic skills in grades 3, 5, 8, and 11.

Extra

help or provisions for remedial programs must be given to
stud ents who do not meet minimal standards.

Since July 1,

1917 8 no longer are social promotions made but students
proc eed from one grade to another on the basis of performance
(2~ 5 26) :

The State of New Jersey mandated:

"thorough and

efficient education--a phraso, whose vagueness still
puzzles school boards"

(2:526).

School systems must

develop curriculum which contain "all elements of basic
skills necessary to function in a democracy and sets up

checkpoints in the school program to make certain that
students receive the kind of instruction they require"

(2: 526).

In the State of Virginia the Standards of Quality
Act of 1976 requires the State Board of Education to set
up minimum statewide educational objectives and a statewide
test in reading, language arts, and math (2:526).
Other states such as Georgia, Missouri, Alabama,
Massachusetts, Vermont, and New York all have laws
mandating standards of education.

I'
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The Washington Basic Education Act of 1977 which

will also become effective September, 1978 "will have
considerable. impact on schools throughout the state"
(15~4).

Briefly, the program evolving from this amendatory

act will include:

provision for the "education of all

children without distinction or preference on account of
race, color, caste, or sex" (15:4); to provide "a general
and uniform system of public schools" (15:4); to provide
for achievement of those skills which are generally
recognized as requisite to learning; provide "total
program hour offering" (14:4); and provide "instruction
in work skills" (15:4).

It further provides for appropria~

~ions from the legislature for funds for pupil transportation,
programs for handicapped, and many special programs
(bilingual, gifted, etc.); periodic review or rules and
regulations by the State Department of Public Instruction;
final district responsibility for policies in the content
and extent of the district's education; and certified teaching
and administrative staff accountability· for the proper and
efficient conduct of classroom teaching (15:4-5).
All of these laws enacted seem to demonstrate the
peoples and legislatures' concern with our educational
programs and appear to be saying that if professional
educators will not develop quality educational programs on
their own, the legislature will mandate that they do it.

•
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With the number of states currently involved in
1egislative mandated change and our own state on the brink
of implementing Senate Bill 3026, it seemed beneficial to
examine .a sampling of district's objectives to gain some
insight into how different districts have met this legislative requirement.

This study then is a comparison of three

districts' student learning objectives to try to ascertain
how they have met the Senate Bill 3026 requirements for
their educational programs.

•
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Chapter 3
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
SELECTION OF DISTRICTS

For this study districts were selected from a list
of Pierce County school districts.

Size of the district or

the specific location within the county were not considered.
District location was limited to Pierce County for ease of
collecting materials.
The three districts selected for this study were:
The University Place School District No. 83, the Tacoma
School District No. 10, and the Sumner School District

No. 320.
COLLECTION OF THE OBJECTIVES
Requests for copies of the objectives developed
by the school districts were first initiated in April,
1978.

With a targeted completion date in September, some

districts responded to these requests for objectives by
indicating that their student learning objectives were
not yet completed.
A time span of two-three months elapsed between
the time the first request for objectives was initiated
15

16
and the analysis of materials.

During this period a second

request for later drafts was made just prior to the final
writing.

Between the time of the first and second request

the districts had made no revisions.

Objectives compared

and contrasted in this paper represent draft objectives,
that are not yet in their final form.
CATEGORIES USED IN ANALYSIS

Five categories were developed for the comparison
and analysis of each set of district objectives.

This

was done to assure that comparisons were made on common
key characteristics of the objectives and their content.
For the purposes of this analysis these characteri~tics
are defined as follows:
Scope and Sequence includes the main skill area
identified, all skills under this main area, and in an
abridged form the . objective presented at each grade level.
Scope and sequence analyzes objectives as to amount,
including number of objectives and grade level when mastery
is expected; and depth, concerning e~.,Pectations
of learners
.':,
~

and to what degree.

Included is the number of objectives

developed.
Sys) em for Coding Ob j ectives analyzes the organizational labeling system used for the objectives to identify
them for reference purposes.

The identification label may

17
give information as to grade level, skill area, or sequence
number.
System for Indicating Progress Toward Mastery refers
to the method suggested for recording acquisition of skills
stated in student learning objectives.

This area examines

whether the terms to achieve mastery are imposed by the
district, or not stated.

Incorporated in this system may be

a method for .indicating if an objective has been presented as

well as some indication of mastery.
Format characterizes the way the objectives are
written as to their general terms, specific terms, performance criteria, or taxonomical level.
General Characteristics considers relationships to
•

a particular series or publisher's material, identifiable
teaching style, referencing to related curriculum objectives,
or other characteristics which are unique to one district.

Chapter 4
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Al1 districts had divided the subject of reading
into various numbers of main areas, but all in common,
had identified phonics, structural analysis, vocabulary,
comprehension, and study skills.
All districts had not divided the main areas into
related areas, although University Place had and Tacoma
had titled their skills so that on review related areas
•
could be identified. For purposes of comparison the writer
utilized the organizational pattern developed by the
University Place District by placing the other two districts'
in a similar pattern.

This allows for more direct comparison

of similar objectives in similar skill areas, as only skill
areas in which all districts had developed objectives were
compared.
In analyzing for comparison, information regarding
main and related skill areas are presented in chart form.
These charts present five main skill areas for each
district:

phonics, structural analysis, vocabulary, compre-

hension, and study skills.

The objectives for each

18
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district at each grade level are presented in an abridged
form.
Following each chart is a comparison of skills
presented on the chart.

Objectives within the skill . areas

were compared for grade level when mastery is expected,
number of objectives, and expectations of learners •

•
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Phonics
Initial
Consonants
University
Place

Final
Consonants

Long Vowels

Short Vowels

K Sound
l

Sound -from
pictures

Sound from
pictures

Sound from
pictures

Sound from
pictures

2

Word containing same
sound

Word containing
same sound

Sound in
oral words

Sound in
oral words

3

Word containing same
sound

Word containing
same sound

Sound in
oral words

Sound in
oral words

Sound from
isolated letter

Sound from
isolated
letter

4-6

Tacoma

K

1

Sound

2

Position
in word

•

Position
in word

3-6

Sumner

K

Word with
same sound
from nursery
rhymes and poems~
Sound/letter
relationship

l

Word

containing
consonants
2-6

Word containing most
consonants

Word containing 1
of 3 vowels

Word containing 1
of 3 vowels

21
Phonics (continued)

University
Place

Initial
Consonant
Blends

Final
Consonant
Blend

Initial
Consonant
Digraphs

Final
Consonant
Digraphs

1

Sound from
picture

Blend in
oral word

Digraph from
picture

Diagraph in
oral word

2

Sound in oral Blend in
word
oral word

Digraph in
oral word

Digraph in
oral word

3

Sound in oral Blend in
oral word
word

Digraph in
oral word

Digraph in
oral word

~Sound from
isolated
digraph

K

4-6

Tacoma

K-1
2

Sound of
isolated
blend

3

Sound of
isolated
blend

Sound from
isolated
·blend

Sound from
isolated
digraph

l

Word containing
l of 4
blends

Word containing
blend

Word containing
1 of 2
digraphs

Word containing
1 of 2
digraphs

2

Word containing 1
of 12
blends

Word contai~
1 of 4
blends

Word cont _a fning
1 of 2
digraphs

Word containing
1 of 3
digraphs

Word Containing
1 of 8
blends

Word containing
1 of 4
blends

Word conttaining
1 of 4
digraphs

4-6

Sumner

K

3

4

5-6

,

.·,,.,. .:,...·

Word containing
digraphs
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Phonics (continued)

University
Place

Vowel
Combinations

Vowel
Controllers

Silent
Lette.rs

1

Word to
complete
sentence

Word to
complete
sentence

2

Word
containing
same sound

Word
containing
same sound

Letter in
word

3

Word
containing
same sound

Word
containing
same sound

Letter

K

4-6

Tacoma

K-1
One syllable
nonsense words
containing letter

2

3

Sound from
isolated
combination

Word containing controller

4-6

Sumner

K
1

Word containing
combination

Word containing
letter

2

Word containing
combination

Word containing
controller

Word containing
letter

3

Word
containing
combination

Word
containing
controller

Word containing
letter

4

Word
containing
combination

5-6

1

23
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Phonics
All districts have identified a series of objectives

which would fall under the main area of phonics.

They are

further broken down into skill areas which include:
initial and final consonant sounds; vowel sounds, long and
short; blends, initial and final position; consonant digraphs,
initial and final position; vowel combinations; vowel
controllers; and silent letters.

Each district has identified

various numbers of objectives at each grade level to p~ovide
mastery of these skills.
University Place has four objectives for initial
consonants, one each at grade levels kindergarten through
. third grade; Tacoma has two objectives, one each at first
•
and second grades; and Sumner has four objectives at the
kindergarten level.
University Place learners identify the beginning
sound of words from pictures, and words which contain the
same sound.

Tacoma learners identify the beginning sound

of words, and the position of consonants in words.

Sumner

learners identify sound/letter relationships, and words
containing the same sound.
Both University Place and Tacoma learners identify
the beginning sound of words, the difference is that
University Place uses words represented by pictures and
Tacoma uses written words.

Both University Place and

Sumner learners identify words containing the same sound,
the difference is that University Place does not seem to

24
use words from a particular source whereas Sumner uses
words from nursery rhymes and poems.
Both University Place and Sumner have four objectives,

followed by Tacoma with two.

University Place and Sumner

expect mastery for intitial consonants to begin at the
kindergarten level, followed by Tacoma at the first grade
level.

Sumner expects initial consonant mastery to be

completed first, followed by Tacoma, and then Sumner.
University Place has three objectives for final
consonants, one each at first through third grades;
Tacoma has one objective at second grade, and Sumner has
one objective at first grade.
Sounds at the end of words are identified from
pictures, and words are identified with the same sound by
University Place learners.
position of consonant words.

Tacoma learners identify
Sumner learners decode words

containing most consonants.
University Place has the most objectives with three,
followed by Tacoma and Sumner with one each.

University

Place and Sumner expect mastery for final consonants to
begin at the first grade level, followed by Tacoma at the
second grade level.

Sumner expects final consonant

mastery to be completed earliest, followed by Tacoma, and
then University Place.
University Place has three objectives for long and
short vowels, one each at first through third grades.

r
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Tacoma has one objective at first grade; and Sumner also
has one objective at first grade.
Long and short vowel sounds are identified from
pictures and oral words in University Place.

Tacoma

1earners identify long and short vowel sounds from isolated
letters.

Swnner learners decode words containing various

vowels.
University P~ace has the most objectives for long
and short vowels with three, followed by Tacoma and Sumner
each with one.

All districts expect mastery for long and

short vowels to begin at first grade.

Tacoma and Sumner

expect long and short vowel mastery to be completed at
· first grade, followed by University Place at third grade •
•
University Place has three objectives for initial
and final consonant blends, one each at first through third
grades; Tacoma has one objective at second grade; and
Sumner has three objectives, one each at first through
third grades.
University Place learners identify initial
consonant blends from both pictures and oral words, and
final consonant blends from oral words.

Initial and

final consonant blends are identified from isolated letters
by Tacoma learners.

Sumner learners decode words containing

various consonant blends.
Both University Place and Sumner have three
objectives for initial consonant blends, followed by
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Tacoma with two for initial consonant blends and one for
final consonant blends.

Both University Place and Sumner

expect mastery for initial and final consonant blends to
begin at first grade, followed by Tacoma who begins initial?.~ 1
\

consonant blends at second grade and final consonant blends·,-,
at third.

All districts expect initial and final consonant

blend mastery to be completed at third grade.
University Place has three objectives for initial
and final consonant digraphs, one each at first through
third grades; Tacoma has one objective at third grade,
and Sumner has three objectives, one each at first through
third grades.
University Place learners identify initial consonant
•
digraphs from both pictures and oral words, and final
consonant digraphs from oral words.

Initial and final

digraph sounds are identified from isolated letters by
Tacoma learners.

Sumner learners decode words containing

various consonant blends.
Sumner has the most objectives for initial consonant
digraphs followed by University Place, and then Tacoma.
University Place has the most objectives for final
consonant digraphs, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.
Both Tacoma and Sumner expect mastery for initial and final
consonant digraphs to begin at first grade, followed by
Tacoma at third grade.

Both University Place and Sumner

expect initial consonant digraph mastery to be completed
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at third grade, followed by Sumner at fourth grade.

Sumner

expects mastery to be completed first for final consonant
digraphs at second grade, followed by University Place
and Tacoma at third grade.
University Place has three objectives for vowel
combinations, one each at first through third grades;
Tacoma has one objective at third grade, and Sumner has
four objectives, one each at first through fourth grades.
University Place learners identify words to complete
sentences.

Vowel combination sounds are identified from

isolated letters by Tacoma learners.

Sumner learners

decode words containing vowel combinations.
Sumner has the most objectives for vowel combinations,
followed by University Place and then Tacoma.

Both

University Place and Sumner expect mastery for vowel
combinations to begin at first grade 1 followed by Tacoma
at third grade.

Both University Place and Tacoma expect

vowel combination mastery to be completed at third grade,
followed by Sumner at fourth grade.
University Place has ··· 1:n~e ~ i v - e s for vowel
1

controllers, one each at first through third grades;
Tacoma has one objective at third grade; and Sumner has
two objectives, one each at second and third grades.
Words are identified to complete sentences, and
that contain the same sound by University Place learners.
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Words containing controllers are decoded by learners in

Tacoma and Sumner.
University Place has the most objectives for vowel
controllers, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

University

Place expects mastery for vowel controllers to begin
first, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

All three

districts expect vowel controller mastery to be completed
at the third grade.
University Place has two objectives for silent
letters, one each at second and third grades; Tacoma has

one objective at second grade; and Sumner has four objectives,
one each at first through fourth grades.
All districts' objectives for silent letters have
•
learners identify or decode words containing silent letters.
Tacoma differs from the other districts in that it qualifies
that the words used are to be one syllable non-sense words.
Sumner has the most objectives for silent letters,
followed by University Place, and then Tacoma.

Sumner

expects mastery to begin first for silent letters at first
grade, followed by University Place and Tacoma at second.
Tacoma expects mastery to be completed first for silent
letters, followed by University Place, and then Sumner.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner had a total
number of phonics objectives of 33, 13, and 29 respectively.
The skills within phonics were mastered at the earliest grade
level by University Place and Sumner each one time.

The
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skills within phonics for which mastery was completed at the
earliest grade level was lead by Sumner with three times,
and followed by Tacoma with one time.

•
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Structural Analysis
Syllabication
University K-1
Place
2

Number of syllables

Word beginning

3

Divide 2 or 3
syllable word

Meaning of word
Meaning of word in context

4

Tacoma

Prefixes

s

Divide 2 or 3 syllable
word

Meaning of word in context

6

Divide 2 or 3 syllable
word

Meaning of word in context

K-2
3

Number of syllables

contained in multisyllabic word
counting vowel sounds
4

Prefix and suffiK with root
word .to match meaning

5

Prefix and suffix with root
word to match meaning

6

Sumner

Divide multi-syllabic
word

Affix and root word to be
meaningful in sentence

K-1
2

Two syllable compound
word containing suffixes

3

Multi-syllabic word

Word containing 1 of 7
prefixes

4

Multi-syllabic words
containing affixes

5

Words containing 1 of 8
prefixes
Word containing affixes to
use in sentence

6

Word containing
1 of 17 prefixes
Word containing affixes to
use in sentence
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Structural Analysis (continued)
Suffixes
University
Place

K

1

Word containing suffix to
complete sentence

2

Suffix for word

Word from monosyllabic words

3

Suffix for word

Word from monosyllabic words

4

Meaning of word in
context

Word £rom monosyllabic words

5

Meaning of word in
context
Meaning of word in
context

6

Tacoma

Compound Words

K-1

Divide word into single parts

2

3

4

5
6

Sumner

Prefix and suffix with
root word to match
meaning
Prefix and suffix with
root word to match meaning

•

Affix and root word to be
meaningful in sentence

K-1

2

Word used as comparative
E-marked words

Word containing 2 syllables

Word containing 1 of 2
suffixes
3

Word containing 1 of 4

suffixes
Word ending in a letter
which must be changed
before adding suffix
4

5
6

Word containing 1 of
Word containing 1 of
Word containing 1 of
As noun or adjective

3 suffixes
30 suffixes
30 suffixes

markers

r
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Structural Analysis (contµiued)
Contractions
University K-1
Place
2

2 words which compose contraction

3

2 words which compose contraction

4

Contraction from 2 words

5

2 words which compose contraction

6

Tacoma

°'

K-2

3

2 words whic;,h compose contraction

4-6

Sumner

K-1
2

3-6

Word containing l of 2
contraction endings
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Structural Analysis
All districts have identified a series of objectives

which would fall under the main area of structural analysis.
These are further broken down into skill areas which include;
syllabication; affixes, prefixes, and suf£ixes; compound words;

and contractions.

Each district has identified various

numbers of objectives at each grade level to provide mastery
of these skills.
University Place has four objectives for syllabication, one each at second, third, £ifth, · and sixth grades;
Tacoma has two objectives, one each at third and sixth grades.
University Place learners identify the number of
syllables contained in words, and divide words into
•
syllables. Tacoma learners identify the number of syllables
contained in words, and divide words into syllables.

Words

containing suffixes are decoded by Sumner learners.
Both University Place and Tacoma learners identify
the number of syllables contained in words, the difference

is that Tacoma gives within their objective a method used
for identifying the number of syllables which is counting
the vowel sounds.

Both University Place and Tacoma also

divide words into syllables.
University Place has the most objectives for
syllabication with four, followed by Tacoma and Sumner each
with two.

University Place and Sumner expect mastery of

objectives for syllabication to begin at second grade,

'
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followed by Tacoma at third grade.

Sumner expects syllabi,

c~tion mastery first to be completed at third grade,
£allowed by University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.
University Place has five objectives for prefixes,
one each at second through sixth grades; Tacoma has three
objectives, one each at fourth through sixth grades; and
Sumner has six objectives, one each at third and fourth
grades and two each at fifth and sixth grades.
University Place learners identify meaning of words
containing prefixes from contexto

Tacoma learners form

words by combining both prefixes and suffixes with root
words to match meaning.

Sumner learners decode words

containing various prefixes, and decode words containing
both prefixes and suffixes to use in sentences.

-

Sumner has the most objectives for prefixes,
followed by University Place, and then Tacoma.

University

Place expects mastery of objectives for prefixes first,
followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

All districts expect

prefix mastery to be completed at sixth grade.
University Place has five objectives for suffixes,
one each at first through sixth grades; Tacoma has three
objectives, one each at fourth through sixth grades; and
Sumner has ten objectives, three at second grade, two at
third grade, one each at fourth and fifth grades, and three
at sixth grade.
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University Place learners identify words with
suffixes to be used in sentences.

University Place

learners also identify meaning of words containing suffixes
from context.

Tacoma learners form words by combining

prefixes and suffixes with root words to match meaning.
Sumner learners decode words with various suffixes, and
words used ad comparatives.

Sumner also has objectives

for suffixes which concern spelling changes of root words
before adding suffixes.
Sumner has the most objectives for suffixes,
.followed by University Place, and then Tacoma. University
place expects mastery of objectives for suifixes to begin
first, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

All districts

expect suffix mastery to be completed at sixth grade.
University Place has three objectives for compound
words, one each at second through fourth grade; Tacoma
has one objective at second grade, and Sumner also has one
objective at second grade.
University Place learners form compound words from
monosyllabic words.

Compound words are divided into

component parts by Tacoma learners.

Sumner learners decode

words containing two syllables.
University Place has the most objectives for
compound words with three, followed by Tacoma and Sumner
each with one.

All districts expect mastery of objectives

for compound words to begin at second grade.

Both Tacoma
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and Sumner expect compound word mastery to be completed at
second grade, followed by University Place at fourth grade.
University Place has four objectives for contractions,
one each at second through fifth grades: Tacoma has one
objective at third grade; and Sumner has one objective at
second grade.
University Place learners identify two words which
compose a contraction, and also form contractions.

Tacoma

learners identify two words which compose a contraction.
Sumner learners decode words containing two particular
contraction endings.
Both University Place and Tacoma learners identify
two words which compose a contraction.

•

University Place has the most objectives for
contractions with three, followed by Tacoma and Sumner each
with one.

University Place and Sumner expect mastery of

objectives for contractions to begin at second grade,
followed by Tacoma at third grade.

Sumner expects con-

traction mastery first followed by Tacoma, and then
University Place.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner had a total
number of structural analysis objectives of 22, 10, and 18
respectively.

The skills within structural analysis were

mastered at the earliest grade level by University Place
two times.

The skills within structural analysis for which

mastery was completed at the earliest grade level was lead
by Sumner two times.
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Vocabulary

Sight W(?rds
University
Place

K

Learner's name and 8
key words

Oral word to complete sentence

2

word to complete sentence
Word to complete sentence

3

Word to complete sentence

1

Tacoma

Context Words

4

Grade level vocabulary

Word to complete sentence

5

Grade level vocabulary

Definition of word in sentence

6

Grade level vocabulary

Definition of word story selection
Word to complete spoken context

K

1

Any 65 words from
basal reader

Word from surrounding words

2

Word from context
Word meaning from context

3

Word from context
Word meaning from context.

Sumner

4

Word from context
Word meaning from context

5

Word from context
Word meaning from context

6

Word from context
Word meaning from context

K

l

Words from basal reader

Word meaning from context

2

Words from basal reader

Word meaning from context

3

Words from basal
reader

Word meaning from context

4

Word meaning from context

5

Word meaning from context

6

Word meaning from context
Word from context
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Vocabulary (continued)
Multiple Meaning Words
university
Place

Tacoma

Sumner

Synonyms

K-1
Word with similar meaning

2

3

Each meaning from context

Word with similar meaning

4

Meaning and similar usage
from context

Words which are synonyms

5

Meaning and similar
usage from context

Words which are synonyms

6

Meaning and similar
usage from text

Words which are synonyms

K-1
2

Word meaning from
multiple meanings

3

Word meaning from
multiple meanings

Words which are synonyms

4

Word meaning from
multiple meanings

Words which are synonyms•

5

Word meaning from
multiple meanings

Words which are synonyms

6

Word meaning from
multiple meanings

Words which are synonyms

K
1

Multiple meanings
of vocabulary words

2

Multiple meanings of
vocabulary words

Words with similar meaning

3

Words with similarity
Synonyms for vocabulary words

4

Synonyms for new words

5-6
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Vocabulary (continued)

)

Antonyms
University
Place

Tacoma

K-1
2

Word with opposite meaning

3

Word with opposite meaning

Homophone to complete sentence

4

Words which are antonyms

Homophone to complete sentence

5

Words which are antonyms

Homophone to complete sentence

6

Words which are antonyms

Homophone to complete sentence

K-2

Homonym to complete sentence

3

Sumner

Homophones

4

Words which are antonyms

Homonym to complete sentence

5

Words which are antonyms

Homonym to complete sentence

6

Words which are antonyms

Homonym to complete sentence

2

Word with opposite
meaning

Words sound alike but spelled
differently and usually have
different meaning

·3

Word difference

4

Antonyms for new words

-

K-1

5-6
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Vocabulary
University Place has four objectives for sight words,
(words which can be pronounced immediately upon sight), one each at the kindergarten level and fourth through sixth grades;

Tacoma . has one objective at first grade; and Sumner has three
objectives, one each at first through third grades.
University Place learners are expected to recognize
their name and eight key words, and decode words from basal
reader vocabulary material.

Tacoma learners decode 65 words

from basal reader vocabulary material.

Sumner learners decode

words from basal reader vocabulary material.
All district learners decode words from basal reader
vocabulary material, the difference is that Tacoma•states the
number of words to be decoded and the other districts do not.
Both University Place and Sumner have three objectives
for sight words, and Tacoma has one.

Both Tacoma and Sumner

expect mastery of objectives for sight words to begin at first
grade, and University Place at second.

Tacoma expects sight

word mastery first, followed by Sumner, and then University
Place.
University Place has seven objectives for context
words, one each at kindergarten through sixth grade; Tacoma
has twelve objectives, one each for kindergarten and first
grade and two each for second through sixth grade; and Sumner
has seven objectives, one each at second through fifth grade
and two at sixth grade.
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University Place learners supply words to complete a
sentence, and select definitions of words as they are used
in the context or-sentences and stories.

Tacoma learners

select word meaning from context, and decode words in context.
Smnner learners select word meaning from context.

All districts select word meaning from context, Tacoma
has the most objectives for context words with twelve, followed by University Place and Sumner each with seven.

Univer-

sity Place and Sumner expect mastery of objectives for context
words to begin at the kindergarten level, and Sumner begins

at first grade.

All districts expect context word mastery to

be complete at sixth grade.
University Place has four objectives for words with
•
multiple meanings, one each at third through sixth grades;
Tacoma has five objectives, one each at second through sixth
grades, and Sumner-has two objectives, one each at first and
second grades.

All districts' objectives concern identifying multiple
meanings of words form context.
Sumner expects mastery of objectives for words with
multiple meanings earliest, followed by Tacoma, and then
University Place.

Sumner expects mastery first for words with

multiple meanings to be completed at second grade, followed
by University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.
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University Place has five objectives for synonyms,

\

I

one each at second .through sixth· grade; Tacoma has four
objectives, one each at third through sixth grade, and Sumner
has four objectives, one at second grade, two at third grade,
and one at fourth grade.
The districts' objectives for synonyms concern
identifying words with similar meanings, the difference is
that University Place describes expectations in their objectives for second and third grades in those words, whereas the
other objectives for the districts use the terms "identify
synonyms".
University Place has the most objectives for synonyms
with five, Tacoma and Sumner follow with four objectives .
•

University Place and Sumner expect mastery of objectives for
synonyms to begin at second grade, and Tacoma at third grade.
Sumner expects synonym mastery to be completed by fourth

grade, and University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.
University Place has five objectives for antonyms,
one each at second through sixth grade; Tacoma has three
objectives, one each at fourth through sixth grades, and
Sumner has three objectives, one each at second through fourth
grades.
All districts' objectives for antonyms concern identifying words with the opp9site meaning.

The difference is that

Sumner in their first grade objective and University Place

f
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in their second and third grade objectives describe expectations of learners in those words, whereas other objectives for
the three districts use the terms "identify antonyms".
University Place has the most objectives for antonyms
with five, followed by Tacoma and Sumner each with three.
Univer,sity Place and Sumner expect mastery of objectives for
antonyms to begin at second grade, and Tacoma at fourth grade.
Sumner expects antonym mastery to be completed at fourth
grade, and University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.

University Place has four objectives for homophones,
one each at third through sixth grade.

Tacoma has four

objectives, one each at third through sixth grade, and Sumner
has one objective at second grade.
All districts' objectives concern identifying homophones to complete sentences, the difference is that Sumner
describes their expectations of learners by defining a
homophone within the objective.
Both University Place and Tacoma have four objectives

for homophones, followed by Sumner with one.

Sumner expects

mastery of objectives for homophones to begin at second grade,
and University Place and Tacoma at third grade.

Sumner

expects homophone mastery to be concluded at second grade,
and University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner has a total
number of vocabulary objectives of 29, 29, and 20 respectively.

r
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The skills within vocabulary were mastered at the earliest
grade level by Sumner two times, and University Place one
time.

The skills wi'thin vocabulary which mastery was completed

at the earliest grade level was lead by Sumner four times and
Tacoma once.

r
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comprehension
Main Idea
University
Place

Tacoma-

K

l

Title for paragraph or selection

2

Main idea of paragraph

3

Main idea of paragraph

4

Main idea and details in paragraph

5

Main idea and details in paragraph

6

Main idea and details in paragraph

K Idea of story or paragraph orally
l

Idea of story or paragraph

2

Idea of story or paragraph

3

Idea of written story

4

Idea of written story

5

Idea of written story

6

Idea of written story

0

Sumner

K Complete oral sentence
1

Main idea from picture
Title as main idea
Sentence as main idea
Main idea expressed as title

2

First sentence of paragraph as main idea
Topic sentence as main idea
Main idea of paragraph

3

Details that support main idea
Topic sentence position

4

Details that support main idea
Paragraph with main idea in topic sentence

5

Details that support main idea; Paragraph with main
idea in topic sentence; Title of major story parts

6

Paragraph with main idea in topic sentence
Main idea of paragraph into topic sentence
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Comprehension (continued) Detail
University

K

Place

Tacoma

Sumner

1

Factual questions about paragraph

2

Facts or information given in paragraphs of stories

3

Factual questions about paragraph

4

Specified details of facts in questions about paragraph

5

Specified details of facts in question about paragraph

6

Specified details of facts in questions about paragraph

K

1

Simple recall questions on oral story or paragraph

2

Simple recall questions on written materials

3

Simple recall questions on written materials

4

Recall questions on written material

5

Recall questions on written material

6

Recall questions on written material

K-1

2

Specified details on story page
Story details

3

Details that support main idea of paragraph
Details implied in story

4

Details implied in story
Details that support main idea of paragraph

5

6

Details that could be added to story

"
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Comprehension (continued)
Sequence
University
Place

Tacoma

Sumner

K First or last event in series of events
l

Scrambled events in order by number

2

Statements

3

Statements

4

Story statements

5

Story statements

6

Story statements

K

Order of appearance of object or character in story

l

Oral story events

2

Story events

3

Story events for written story

4

Story events for written story

5

Story events for written story

6

Story events

K

1

Events in pictures
First, second, third story events
4 story events

2

5 story events

3

8-10 story events using signal words

4

6 story events

5

Story events before or after

6

Part of story details were found
Events to write story summary

•
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Comprehension (continued)
Classifying
University

K Duplicate patterns or pictures

Place

Tacoma

1

Similarities and differences

2

Common characteristic

3

Common characteristic

4

Common characteristic

5

Subsets with related meanings

6

Subsets with related meanings

K

Commonalities

1-6

Sumner

K
1

Categories

2

Categories
Category heading for related words

3-6
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Comprehension (continued)

~~

Conclusions
University
Place

K

1

Describe story events

2

Inferred conclusion from content

3

Inferred conclusion from content

4

Inferred conclusion from content

5

Inferred conclusion from content

6 . Inferred conclusion from content

Tacoma

Sumner

K

Story outcome predictions from simple pictures

1

Reasonable story outcome predictions from simple pictures

2

Information gained while reading selection

3

Information gained while reading selection

4

Information gained while reading selection

5

Information gained while reading selection

6

Information gained while reading selection

•

K

1

Predictions of outcome from picture series
Logical outcome for story

2

Logical outcome for story
outcomes for story

3

Possible outcome predictions for situation

4

Plausible outcome from implausible one for paragraph

5

Outcome predictions for situation

6

Outcome predictions based on story characters
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Comprehension (continued)
Character Traits
University K-1
Place

Tacoma

2

Emotions or feelings based on events

3

Emotions or feelings based on events

4

Emotions or feelings based on events

s

Emotions or feelings based on events

6

Emotions or feelings based on events

K-1
2

Word that describes c~aracter based on story action

, t3-6

Sumner

K-1
2

Likeness and difference between 2 people

3

Likeness and difference between 2 people

•

Inferred traits
4

Story details which support inferences about characters

5

Inferred traits and feelings
Likeness and difference of story characters

6

Action appropriate for character
Outcome predictions based on story characters
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Comprehension
All districts have identified a series of objectives

which would fall µnder the main area of study skills.
are further broken down into skill areas including:

These
following

directions, alphabetical order, parts of books, and encyclopedias~

Each district has identified various numbers of

objectives at each grade level to provide mastery of these

skills.
University Place has six objectives concerning main
ideas, one each \at first through sixth grades; Tacoma has seven
objectives, one each at kindergarten through sixth grade; and
Sumner has 17 objectives, one at the kindergarten level, four
at first grade, three at second grade, two at third grade, two
at fourth grade, three at fifth grade, and two at sixth grade.
University Place learners choose titles to express the
main idea of a paragraph or story selection, discriminate between main ideas and details, and summarize paragraphs or
stories.

Tacoma learners summarize paragraphs or stories.

Sumner learners recall details which support the main idea,
identify topic sentences and position of topic sentences of
paragraphs, and translate main ideas into topic sentences.
Both University Place and Tacoma learners summarize
paragraphs or stories.
Sumner has the most objectives for main ideas, followed
by Tacoma, and then University Place.

Both Tacoma and Sumner

expect mastery of objectives for main ideas to begin at the

r
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kindergarten level, and University Place at first grade.
All districts' main idea objectives are to be concluded at
the sixth grade.
University Place has six objectives for details, one
each at f~rst through sixth grades, Tacoma has six
objectives, one each at first through sixth grades, and
Sumner has seven objectives, two each at second through
fourth grades, and one at fifth grade.
All districts have objectives concerning identifying
details in a selection or answering questions regarding
details from a selection.

University Place learners have a

combination of these objectives.

Tacoma learners have

objectives requiring question answering.

Sumner learners
.

have objectives concerning identifying details, and also

infer details that could be added to a story.
Sumner has the most objectives for details with
seven, followed by University Place and Tacoma each with six.
Both University Place and Tacoma expect mastery of objectives
for details to begin at first grade, and Sumner at second.
Sumner expects detail master__y to be cpinpleted at fifth grade,
and University Place and Tacoma at sixth grade.
University Place has seven objectives for sequence,
one each at kindergarten through sixth grade; Tacoma has
seven objectives, one each at kindergarten through sixth
grade, and Sumner has nine objectives, three at first grade,
one each at second through fifth grades, and two at sixth grade.
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All districts have objectives concerning order of
events.

University Place learners identify order with the

terms "first" and "last".

Tacoma learners identify the order

of appearance of objects or characters in a story.

Sumner

l.earners identify order with the terms "before" and "after",
identify the order of events from pictures, order as many as
ten events with the use of signal words, and write story
summaries from events.
Both University Place and Summer_ identify ..order
of events, the difference is with the terms they use.

Sumner

has the most objectives for sequence with nine, followed by
University Place and Tacoma each with seven.

Both University

Place and Tacoma expect mastery of objectives for . sequence to
begin at the kindergarten level, and Sumner at first grade.
All districts expect sequence mastery to be completed at the
sixth grade.
University Place has seven objectives for classifying,
one each at kindergarten through sixth grade, Tacoma has one'
objective at the kindergarten level; and Sumner has three
objectives, one at first grade, and two at second grade.
Universtiy Place learners identify similarities, common
characteristics, and subsets of objects and ideas.
learners identify commonalities.

Tacoma

Sumner learners identify

categories.
University Place has the most objectives, followed by
Sumner, and then Tacoma.

Both University Place and Tacoma
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)

expect mastery of objectives for classifying to begin at the
k~dergarten level, and Sumner at first grade.

Tacoma expects

classifying mastery to be completed £irst, followed by Sumner,
and then University Place.
University Place has six objectives for drawing conclusions, one each ·.at first through ·sixth grades; Tacoma has
seven objectives, one each at kindergarten through sixth
grades; and Sumner has eight objectives, two at each first
and second grades, and one each at third through sixth grades.
University Place learners describe story events and
infer conclusions from content.

Tacoma learners predict story

outcomes from pictures, and infer outcomes from reading selections.

Sumner learners predict outcomes from pict~res, char-

acters, and story events, and predict plausible outcomes from
implausible ones.
Sumner has the most objectives for conclusions, followed
by Tacoma, and then University Place.

Tacoma expects mastery

of objectives for conclusions to begin at the kindergarten
level, and University Place and Sumner at first grades.

All

districts expect conclusion mastery to be completed at the
sixth grade.
University Place has five objectives for character
traits, one each at second through sixth grades; Tacoma has
eight objectives, one at second grade, two at third grade,
one at fourth grade, and two each at fifth and sixth grades.
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University Place learners identify emotions of feelings

of characters based on story events.

Tacoma learners choose

a word to describe characters based on story action.

Sumner

1earners compare likenesses and differences between characters,
and determine if action is appropriate for characters based
on story details.
Sumner has the most objectives for character traits,
followed by University Place, and then Tacoma.

All districts

e~pect mastery of objectives for character traits to begin at
second grade.

Tacoma expects character trait mastery earliest

at second grade, followed by University Place and Sumner at
sixth grades.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner has a.total
number of comprehension objectives of 37, 29, and 52 respectively.

The skills within comprehension were mastered at the

earliest grade level by Tacoma two times.

The skills within

comprehension which mastery was completed at the earliest
grade level was lead by Sumner two times and Tacoma once.
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Study Skills

Follow Directions
University
Place

Tacoma

Alphabetical Order

K

Verbal

1

Written

2

Written

To first letter of words

2

Written

To second letter of words

4

Written

To third letter of words

5

Written

To third letter of words

6

Written

To third letter of words

K

Verbal

1

Verbal

Arrange letters

2

Verbal

To first letter of words
To first letter of wo~ds

3
4-6

Sumner

K

Verbal
Independent work
habits

26 upper and lower case letters
random and sequential

1

Written

Three words to first letter

2

4-5 step written
directions

To second letter of words

3

4-6

To third letter of words
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study Skills (continued)
Encyclopedia

Parts of Books
University K-1
Place
2 Page number story begins from
Table of Contents
3 ' Particular information from

Topic location

Index

Tacoma

4

Particular information from
Index

Subject information

5

Index, Table of Contents,
title page

Information location in
encyclopedia and National
Geographic

6

Major parts of book

Information location under
2 topics

K-1
2

Title, author, and illustra-

tor from title paqe

Sumner

3

Table of Contents

4

Parts of. book

5

Parts of book

6

Parts of book

Specific information from
encyclopedia and reference
books

K
1

Page number from Table of
Contents; Story tiU-e;:DDm
Table of Contents

2

Information from Table of Contents

3

Guide words to locate information in glossary
Key word to locate information

4

5

6

All information in Table of
Contents

Cross reference in encyclopedias and indexes

r
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Study Skills
All districts have identified a series of objectives
which would fall under the main area of study skills.
are further broken down into skill areas including:

These
following

directions, alphabetical order, parts of books, and encyclopedias.

Each district has identified various numbers of ob-

jectives at each grade level to provide mastery of these skills.
University Place has seven objectives for following
directions, one eachatkindergarten through sixth grades;
Tacoma has three objectives, one each at kindergarten through
,,

second grades; and Sumner has four objectives, two at the
kindergarten level, and one each at first and second grades.
University Place learners have most objectives concerning following written directions.

Tacoma learners are

expected to follow verbal directions.

Sumner learners are

expected to follow both written and verbal directions.

Sumner

qualifies the number of steps in directions which are expected
of learners.
University Place has the most objectives for following
directions, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

All districts

expect mastery of objectives for following directions to begin
at the kindergarten level.

Both Tacoma and Sumner expect

following direction mastery at second grade level, and
University Place at the sixth grade level.
University Place has five objectives for alphabetical
order, one each at second grade through sixth grade;

,

)
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Tacoma has three objectives, one each at first through third ·
grade; Sumner has four objectives, one each at kindergarten
through third grade.
All districts expect learners to alphabetize words to
the third letter.

Tacoma and Sumner learners begin by

arranging letters in alphabetical order.
University Place has the most objectives for alphabetical order, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

Sumner

expects mastery of objectives for alphabetical order to begin
first, followed by Tacoma, and then University Place.

Both

Tacoma and Sumner expect alphabetical order mastery to be
completed at the third grade, and University Place at the sixth
•
grade.
University Place has five objectives for parts of
books, one each at second through sixth grades; Tacoma has
five objectives, one each at second through sixth grades; and
Sumner has five objectives, two at first grade, and one at
second, third, and sixth grades.
All districts have objectives pertaining to use of
the Table of Contents.

University Place learners have objec-

tives pertaining to use of title pages, and finding particular
information in indexes.

Tacoma learners identify title,

author, and illustrator form title page.

Sumner learners are

expected to use guide words to locate information in glossaries.
All districts have objectives pertaining to use of the
Table of Contents, the dif(~rnece
is that University Place
r-- -.. .
.. ------ ~....---
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learners identify page numbers, and Sumner learners identify
page numbers and identify s t ory titles.

All districts have five objectives for parts of books.
Sumner expects mastery of objectives for parts of books
earliest at first grade, and University Place and Tacoma at
second grade.

All districts expect mastery for part of

books to be completed at the sixth grade.

University Place has four objectives for encyclopedias,
one each at third through sixth grades; Tacoma has one objec-

tive at sixth grade; and Sumner has two objectives, one each
at fourth and sixth grades.
University Place learners have objectives pertaining
to locating information in an encyclopedia, and use of an
•

encyclopedia to gather information.

Tacoma learners are

expected to use an encyclopedia to gather information.
Sumner learners have objectives pertaining to locating information in an encyclopedia, and use of cross references in
both encyclopedias and indexes.

Both University Place and Sumner have objectives
pertaining to locating information in an .encyclopedia.

Both

University Place and Tacoma learners are expected to use an
encycylpedia to gather information.
University Place has the most objectives for encyclopedias, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

University Place

expects mastery of objectives for encyclopedias to begin
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earliest, followed by Sumner, and then Tacoma.

All districts

expect mastery of encyclopedias to be completed at the sixth
grade.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner have a total
number of study skills objectives of 21, 12, and 15 respectively.
The skills within study skills were mastered at the earliest
grade level by University P'l!l'ee and Tacoma each one time.
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner had a total
number of 174, 124, and 256 objectives respectively.

The

respective grade level distribution of objectives for
University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner is as follows:

Kinder-

garten- 8, 11, 33; first grade- 22, 19, 33; second grade-

.

33, 16, 47; third grade- 37, 20, 43; fourth grade26, 18, 34;
.
fifth grade- 24, 20, 31; and .sixth grade- 24, 20, 35.

....
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SYSTEM FOR CODING OBJECTIVES

University Place, Tacoma, and Sumner School Districts
each have objectives separated according to grade level and
skill area.

Two districts, University Place and Tacoma have

their objectives numbered.

None of the districts employ a

labeling system which would allow a code to identify an objective as to its grade level or skill area.
The University Place School District's numbering
system is consistent from grade level to grade level £or

a

p~rticular number does identify an objective .in the :same
skill area at each grade level.

The Tacoma School District's

numbering system is not consistent from grade level. to grade
level for a particular number does not identify an objective

in the same skill area.
SYSTEM FOR INDICATING PROGRESS TOWARD MASTERY

The material reviewed for this study showed that the
Sumner School District had not developed a system for indicating progress toward mastery nor had established district
policy regarding what constitutes mastery.
University Place and Tacoma have a record keeping
chart to indicate mastery of objectives.

The individual record

keeping chart to be used in the University Place School District is designed to indicate if an objective is presented, and
mastered.

It also allows a student's yearly progress from
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one grade level to another to be identified; whereas the class
record keeping chart which is used in the Tacoma District
only indicates if an objective has been mastered.

The performance criteria for mastery in the University Place .School District is determined by the teacher and
the student's performance on the criterion-reference test;
whereas in the Tacoma School District student performance
criteria for mastery is only established for objectives which
contain their own performance criteria.
FORMAT

Concerning general format of the objectives for the
three districts, all three districts have stated the specific
skill to be performed; University Place, Tacoma, and sometimes Sumner have also included the conditions under which the
skill is to be performed; only the Tacoma District, and then

only for approxiamtely ten objectives has included the performance criteria for determining mastery.
The terms used in the objectives of the three districts
shared commonality only eigltt:i,-1:Daes..;', - :~
used by all three districts are:

,t -erms which were

use, read, select, identify,

follow, discriminate, match, and recognize.

Only approximately

twenty times did terms within the objectives of one district
share commonality with just one of the other districts.

The

Sumner School District has approximately forty terms used in
their objectives which neither of the two other districts used.

)
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Most objectives of the three districts are in the
cognitive domain of Bloom's taxonomy.

All of the objec-

tives written for the University Place District are in the
cognitive domain, three of the objectives written for the
Tacoma District are also in the psychomotor domain, and the
Sumner District is the only district which has objectives in
the affective domain.
Some terms used by each district are not measureable,
yet mos~ of the objectives of the Tacoma District are
measureable.

Terms used frequently and independently of

each other by both University Place and Sumner are not
measureable.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

•

The materials reviewed for this study did not mention
a specific basal series which would be used district-wide
for any of the districts, although characteristics of the
objectives do give indication that a particular publishers
materials are used.
The University Place District and the Tacoma District
do use particular publisher's materials to evaluate skills in
an objective and use particular publisher's materials as
references respectively.
Other than a basal approach and the inclusion of
objectives dealing with phonics, an identifiable teaching
style is not evident for any of the districts •

... .

Chapter 5
SUMMARY

School districts are now working on developing
objectives in reading, language arts, and mathematics for
kindergarten through eighth grade and should complete this
task by September, 1978, to comply with the Student Learning

Objectives Law.

.

This study compared objectives of three school dis'

ti:icts in Pierce County-The University Place School District
No. 83, the Tacoma School District No. 10, and the Sumner
School District No. 320.

The study compared scope~and sequence,

the system for coding objectives, the system for indicating
progress toward mastery, format, and general characteristics
for kindergarten through sixth grades.
A review of literature revealed that the law is being
extended to ninth through twelfth grades for implementation
by September, 1981.

Objectives for other curriculum areas

are being developed for implementation by 1986.

Prior to this

law little had been done by districts in terms of identifying
learning expected students to aquire.
Sumner had the most objectives, followed by University
Place, and then Tacoma.

University Place expected mastery

for objectives to begin earlier more often than the other
65
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districts.

Sumner expected mastery to be completed earliest

of the districts.
Expectations of the districts usually varied because
of conditions in which the objectives were to be performed •
. None of the districts had systems for coding objectives.

University Place had student performance criteria and
a system for recording mastery.

Tacoma had student perfor-

mance criteria for approximately ten objectives and a system
for recording mastery.

Sumner had neither student performance

criteria or a system for recording mastery.
Most objectives of the three districts are in the

cognitive domain of Bloom's taxonomy.

The terms used by the

districts varied.

•
CONCLUSIONS

Although emphasis of skills or expectation of mastery
at particular grade levels does not necessarily correlate
with the number of objectives being evaluated; frequency of
number may indicate what a district emphasizes.

A comparison

of emphasis is complicated by the uncommon total number of
objectives for reading at the kindergarten level through
sixth grade which the districts have, University Place with
174, Tacoma with 124, and Sumner with 256.
Learners in first through third grade in University
Place have an objective at each grade level for each skill
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(with one exception), for the main area of phonics.

Learners

at the kindergarten level through sixth grade in all districts have an objective at each grade level (with one exception) for the following skills:

context words, main ideas,

and sequence.
All districts had a performance term they used more
often than others:

University Place and Tacoma used "identify",

and Sumner used "decode'~.

These terms used in isolation

denote expectations of learners of a similar nature, and
differences in expectations are derived from the conditions
stated within the objective.
Although University Place had one objective at~
grade level and Tacoma occasionally had more than one objective at a grade level for a skill, Sumner more often than
the other districts expected mastery for more than one
objective at each grade level.

These objectives were some-

times already expected to be mastered by learners, although
expressed in different terms.
Although all districts have objectives at one grade
level repeated in the following grade level, University Place
more often than the other districts used this practice.
Tacoma more often than the other districts expected mastery
to begin at a later grade level than the other districts.
University Place had objectives at each grade level
in a series of objectives for skills it expected learners
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to master; Tacoma and Sumner occasionally omitted an
objective for one or more grade levels in a series.
Uninterrupted order in a series of objectives does not
necessarily ensure for systematic progression from one skill
to one which is more difficult. •
A consistent organizational labeling system from one
grade level to another giving information as to grade level,
skill area, and sequence number was not developed by any of

the districts.

Such a system would allow users of these

objectives to be more expedient in locating particular
objectives.
University Place and Tacoma have a group record
keeping chart to indi~ate mastery of objectives fo~ all the

members in a class for each main skill.

University Place

has an individual chart, and it seems to have the advantage
of allowing a student's yearly progress from one grade level
to another to be easily identified; but a disadvantage arises
because as the presentation of objectives is to be recorded,
marking could become unmanageable.
The performance criteria for the Tacoma School
District is established for some objectives within the objectives themselves, although it is not established for most
objectives.

For example, one objective asks learners to use

a writing instrument and trace 5 shapes, with 4 out of 5 shapes
completed correctly; whereas another objective just asks
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learners to arrange selected letters alphabetically.
Sumner has not e.stablished performance c:,;i teria.

The

performance criteria for mastery of objective in the University Place School District is determined by the teacher
and from a learner's performance on a district devised test.
If terms in objectives were easily measurable, and conditions
under which the skill is to be performed were stated clearly,
'

the teacher's judgement and a district devised test would be
effective determiners of mastery.
Concerning general format of the objectives, University
Place and Tacoma have stated their expectations of learners.
Sumner has not included conditions within the objectives
which describe the method for evaluating mastery. •University
Place, more often than the other districts, defined the expectations of learners within the objectives rather than
stating the expectations using terms which may be unfamiliar
to learners.

For example one objective may ask learners to

identify words that mean the same, or nearly the same, as
another word; whereas another objective may ask learners to
identify synonyms.
Most objectives of the three districts are in the
cognitive domain of Bloom's taxonomy.

All of the objectives

written for the University Place District are in the cognitive domain, three of the objectives written for the Tacoma
District are also in the psychomotor domain, and the Sumner
District also has objectives in the affective domain.
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From the materials reviewed for this study, the writer
was not able to determine if a specific publisher's basal
series was used district wide in any of the districts.
Tacoma School District was the only district which
gave

evide:nce that their objectives were also part of those

contained in the Tri-County Goals project.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the State Superintendent has published information concerning implementation, community participation, and
reporting forms, it is the recommendation of the writer that
a list of measurable terms be also available to districts.

1 _,/

As the objectives are not minimal competencies, the

writer suggests the following:

the University Place School

District develop objectives for the psychomotor and affective
domains;

and the Tacoma School District develop objectives

for the psychomotor domain.

The writer also suggests that

the Sumner School District develop performance criteria for
their objectives, and state conditions within their objectives
in which the skill is to be performed to allow the objectives
to be tested; and that all districts use easily measurable
terms if possible; ·in their objectives.
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APPENDIX A
LEARNING OBJECTIVE LAW

LAW REPRINT
AN ACT Relating to education: amending section l, chapter
90, Laws of 1975-'76 2nd ex. sess. and RCW 28A.58.090; and
creating a new section.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON:
Section l. Section 1, chapter 90, Laws of 1975-'76
2nd ex, sess. and RCW 28A.58.090 are each amended to read
as follows:
_Every school district board of directors, being

accountable to the citizens within its district as to the
' education offered to the students therein, on or before Sep•
tember 1, 1977, for grades kindergarten through eight, and
on or before September 1, 1978, for grades nine through twelve,
by rule and regulation, shall develop a program identifying
student learning objectives for their district in the areas
of language arts, reading, and math, and initiate implementation of such program on or before September 1, 1978, for grades
kindergarten through eight, and on or before September 1,
1981, for grades nine through twelve:
PROVIDED, That such student learning objectives for
grades kindergarten through eight shall be reviewed by the
superintendent of public instruction and a report of such
review shall be submitted to the legislature on or before
January 31, 1978:
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PROVIDED FURTHER, That the school district must evidence

community participation in defining the objectives of such a
program:

Such program of student learning objectives shall

assure that the district's resources in such educational program; such as money, facilities, time, materials and persoonnel, shall be utilized so as to provide both economies in
management and operation, and quality education in the
aforesaid areas and courses:
PROVIDED FURTHER, That such learning objectives shall
be measureable as to the actual student attainment:

Student

attainment shall be locally assessed annually and the student
learning objectives program shall be reviewed at least every
•
two years.
The state board of education shall examine the programs in each school district in the state for reasons of
program approval as required in accordance with RCW 28A.41.130,
as now or hereafter amended.
School districts may obtain assistance in carrying
out their duties under this section from the educational
service district of which they are a part.
NEW SECTION.

Sec. 2. It is the intent of the legis-

lature that learning objectives shall subsequently be
developed and assessed by school districts for all other
courses of study

included in school district programs.

Within one hundred eighty days after the adjournment of the
first extraordinary session of the forty-fifth legislature,
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the superintendent of public instruction shall provide to the
standing committees on education of the house of representatives and the senate a plan setting forth timelines for school
district compliance in establishing a student learning objectives program for those courses of study which have been
statutorily required prior to January 1, 1977.
Within 180 days after the adoption by the legislature
of a definition of basic education, the superintendent of
public instruction shall provide to the standing committees
on education of the house of representatives and the senate
a plan setting forth timelines for school district compliance
in establis.hing a student learning objectives program based
upon the definition of basic education.

Such plans shall set

forth the fiscal impact upon the state, educational service
district, and school district of compliance with the student
learning objectives program.
The superintendent of public instruction shall
review implementation of the learning objectives law annually
and shall submit a report of such review to the legislature
on or before January 30 of;•f111Ch •~!ll!Zl%'-Passed the House June 11, 1977
Passed the Senate June 10, 1977
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLES OF OBJECTIVES FROM EACH DISTRICT
The foliowing are representative samples of objectives
£rem each district, for the comprehension skill of sequencing
at the third grade level:
University Place
The learner will be able to arrange a series of statements
in sequential order.
Tacoma
The learner will arrange the events in a written story,
in proper sequence.

After reading a story on the

appropriate reading level, the learner will, when
given the major events in scrambled order, arrange
them in proper sequence with 100% accuracy.
Sumner
The learner will use signal words to place eight to
ten events in the correct story sequence.

